the meaning of the word. I take it to denote the totality of immutable principles, (the groundwork of all society,) of the discoveries, and of the knowledge proper to each succeeding age, and transmitted from generation to generation.
I consider that civilization being by its nature essentially progressive, is never entirely arrested, although it has the weakness, the infirmity, and the uncertainty inseparable from its^human origin ; such is the view which will guide me in the following discussion, and I ieel that no one can justly accuse me of being opposed to rational progress.
The preceding definition comprises the elements of the only real civilization, that which has for its base the recognition of the unity of God, and for its practice the love of the entire human race, comprising the abolition of all species of slavery, and the elevation of the woman and child from the subjuga-tion under which they laboured in antiquity; in one word, the civilization of Christianity. And It is impossible for any person to reflect upon the human mind without being immediately struck with thediff'erence of the two elements of whichit con- sists. On the one part are found ideas which have no immediate derivation from outward things, which seemingly belong to some invisible world, have no actual limit, but, pure children of thought, appear as emanations from, and aspirations towards, that infinite intelligence to which they will some day return. On the other part are seen the sensible images of the world around us, ideas wholly compounded of sensations derived from material objects. These two orders of phenomena comprise all psychological and physical facts. It is easy to understand why a vast majority of mankind gives pre eminence to the first of these two classes, elevating spirit above matter, and putting the moral before the physical. For it is from the moral side only that we can obtain any insight into the mysteries of the invisible world, and can approach the obscure but attractive problems concerning the origin and purport of existence, the freedom of the will, the consciousness of evil, and the immortality of the soul.
Yet it is chiefly by the study of f Dr. Brierre de Boismont is also in error concerning Lord Clive. There is not the slightest ground for believing that he suffered from an evil conscience; on the contrary, he is known to have looked back upon his Indian career with a just and excusable pride, and he strenuously defended every act of his Indian administration, both before Parliament and elsewhere. The actual circumstances of his suicide are so well told in Macaulay's admirable essay, that we trust our readers will pardon us for quoting the passage: " Clive was now secure in the enjoyment of his fortune and his honours. He was surrounded by attached friends and relations, and he had not yet passed the season of vigorous bodily and mental exertion. But clouds had long been gathering over his mind, and now settled on it in thick darkness. From early youth he had been subject to fits of that strange melancholy ' which rejoicetli exceedingly and is glad when it can find the grave.' Whilst still a writer at Madras, he had twice attempted to destroy himself. Business and prosperity had produced a salutary effect on his spirits. In India, while he was occupied by great affairs?in England, while wealth and rank had still the charm of novelty, he had borne up against his constitutional misery. But he had now nothing to do, and nothing to wish for. His active spirit in an inactive situation drooped and withered like a plant in an uncongenial air. The malignity with which his enemies had pursued him, the indignity with which he had been treated by the committee, the censure, lenient as it was, which the House of Commons had pronounced, the knowledge that he was regarded by a large portion of his countrymen as a cruel and perfidious tyrant, all concurred to irritate and depress him. In the meantime, his temper was tried by acute physical suffering. During his long residence in tropical climates, he had contracted several painl'ul distempers. In order to obtain ease, he called in the help of opium; and he was gradually enslaved by this treacherous ally. To the last, however, his genius occasionally flashed through the gloom. It was said that he would sometimes, after sitting silent and torpid for hours, rouse himself to the discussion of some great question, would display in full vigour all the talents of the soldier and the statesman, and would then sink back into his melancholy repose. On the 22nd of ^November, 1774, he died by his own hand. He 
